CAB Meeting Agenda – September 24, 2019, 12:00-1:50pm, SSC 122

1. Announcements
   a. GE/2021 Emergent Challenges
      i. Fall/Spring Complementary Courses
      ii. LD/UD Changes
2. Approval of Minutes from 8/27/2019
3. Emergent Challenge du Jour: Fall/Spring Complementary Courses
   a. Resolve in 5 minutes or subcommittee
4. GE/2021 Summary, Consultation, Schedule
5. GE/2021 Evidence, Criteria
6. 12:15 GE/2021 Pathway and GE Minor Names (Discussion Item)
7. 1:15 GE/2021 Pathway and GE Minor Combinations (Discussion Item)
8. 12:45 GE/2021 Next Meetings
9. Adjourn